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Mammoth High Girls Basketball was jumping for joy in their
overtime victory Thursday over Lone Pine by a score of 35-34
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SHOOTOUT
IN BISHOP
1 injured, 1 killed in attempted robbery at Bishop Shell Station

O

The driver of this Ford F-150 was the target of an attempted robbery on the evening of Jaunary 6 at the Bishop
Wye Shell Station on North Main Street
PHOTO: CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY PATROL

PITCH THE TENT!!!

PEDC nearly approves final design review for the MUF

By Hite

T

he Multi-use-facility
(or MUF) appears to be
gaining traction.
This week, on Tuesday January 7, both Mammoth Lakes
Recreation and the Recreation
Commission received an update on the progress made by
Town staff designated to the
project.
At the Recreation Commission meeting Stuart Brown,
the Town of Mammoth Lakes
Parks and Recreation Director,
explained where they are in
the process, “Staff have made
a recommendation that the
PEDC adopt the resolution.
With that action it does not
need to go to Town Council.
So once that has been finalized through the PEDC that
takes care of the environmental review, it opens the door
for the public bid process,
and hopefully we can get into
construction right away.”
Brown then gave a tentative timeline for the project,

“So far we have completed a
look at summer 2021. We are
proposing Memorial weekend right now (of 2021) and
then the first winter would be
November (of 2021).”
Both of the previously mentioned organizations have
been receiving updates and
giving design advice to the
team as to how they want the
final product to look.
On January 8, the Planning
and Economic Development
Commission received a more
in depth presentation of the
project to review and possibly
accept as the project nears the
bid stage.
Sandra Moberly, the Community and Economic Director for the Town, gave some
background to the project.
On October 11, 2017, PEDC
approved a design review to
allow MUF construction at
686 Old Mammoth Road.
Town Council then directed
staff to find a design that

Pressure drop

No Fight Club
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could be constructed for a
total cost of $13 million as the
previous design was thought
to be too expensive.
On June 5, 2019, Town
Council voted 3-2 authorizing
staff to design and develop
the MUF as a fabric tensile
structure otherwise known as
a “Sprung Structure.” For anyone who doesn’t know what
this is, a “Sprung Structure” is
essentially a big tent similar
to the structure next to Eagle
Lodge.
Moberly then explained
what the current project was
proposing:
-40,300 sq. ft. Sprung Structure located on SW corner of
the Mammoth Creek park site.
-The structure will be 56 feet
tall
-The first floor is a 26,000 sq.
ft. Olympic-sized Ice rink that
converts into a 3-court gymnasium in the summer. Additionally, there will be a 2,150 sq. ft.

see MUF, page 8
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n January 6, 2020, at
approximately 5:14
p.m., the Bishop Police
Department’s Dispatch Center
began receiving ‘911’ calls
regarding a shooting with multiple victims at the Shell Gas
Station, 1290 N. Main St.
Three BPD Officers were
on scene quickly followed by
medical help.
Law enforcement officers
from nearby agencies also
responded.
BPD Officers located an
adult male on the ground in
the parking lot with multiple
gunshot wounds. He was unable to speak. A handgun was
nearby. Medics attempted to
save the adult male but he died
shortly after they arrived.
The name of the deceased
is being withheld to confirm
identity and to notify next of
kin. A Mammoth Police Officer
indicated he was from Bakersfield.
BPD quickly learned from
witnesses that the deceased
had arrived in a vehicle with a
female driver.
The female driver fled immediately after the shooting.
BPD radioed the suspect
vehicle description and likely
direction of travel requesting
all law enforcement officers
in Mono and Inyo Counties to
begin a search.
The suspect’s vehicle was
found crashed and unoccupied
just off of Jean Blanc Road in
the Chalfant area.
A multi-agency tactical team
and other law enforcement
officers began hours of searching on foot. A CHP helicopter
assisted along with the K9 unit
from Ridgecrest PD. Our local
K9 unit was out of town.
Sometime after midnight the
female began succumbing to
the cold in her hiding spot and
at around 2 a.m., she called 911

to turn herself in, telling the
dispatcher, “It’s too cold. I am
going to freeze to death.”
The temperature was about
19 degrees at the time of the
call.
She was taken into custody
without incident. After a medical clearance, she was transported to BPD.
The female suspect has been
identified as Brandee Sue
Trujillo, 46, of Oildale, CA. She
was booked on fugitive charges
related to running away from
police.
The investigation thus far
indicates that the deceased
attempted to rob one of our
local residents shortly after he
parked and exited his vehicle
at the Shell.
It is likely the deceased had
been looking to target someone in the parking lot. The
deceased shot the victim more
than once.
However, The Sheet has
learned that two of the shots
merely grazed the victim. The
third, however, hit the femur.
The victim, who had a concealed carry permit and was
armed, returned fire.
He then managed to enter his vehicle and move to
a better location. The victim
received serious wounds but
was able to provide BPD with
good details.
He is currently undergoing
treatment and has been moved
to a hospital in Reno.
Clerks at the Shell station
said an extra employee has
been added for swing shifts.
They lament that business has
been slow.
This investigation is ongoing.
Anyone with possible relevant
information about this incident
or those involved is encouraged to contact the BPD as
soon as possible.
-Press Release
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TO AVOID
particular order …
I’ve been catching up with some reading this week. One headline from
the Dec. 18 Wall Street Journal that caught my attention: “Pittsburgh Airport
Ramps Up Side Gig as Land Developer.”
“Commercial real estate development has been one part of the airport’s
plan to find new revenue after struggling for many years.” This after certain
airlines abandoned Pittsburgh as a hub.
“Airports throughout Asia, Europe and the Middle East often create minicities around their core facilities including office buildings, apartments,
exhibition spaces and other businesses.”
Meanwhile, Mammoth will shift commercial air service to Bishop while
continuing to pay off airport litigation (related to proposed development)
until 2035.
If FAA regulations for commercial air service related to airport design
(private development at Mammoth Airport was forbidden) were the reason Mammoth had to scuttle its development agreement with Terry Ballas,
maybe it’s time to call Terry back - and make him prove he really would
have made $30 million out there.
But seriously, what’s the plan out there now? Housing?
Speaking of which … from the October 23 issue of the Journal. Headline:
“Facebook Tackles Lack of Housing.” Deck: “Tech giant earmarks $1 billion
to address Silicon Valley’s shortage of homes.”
Facebook’s market capitalization is $622 billion.
Vail Resorts’ market capitalization is $10 billion.
Say Alterra is two-thirds the value of Vail (I’m just guessing. I have no
idea) or 1/100th of Facebook.
A comparative earmark toward housing by Alterra would be $10 million.
Maybe Mammoth Resorts would see $1.5 million of that (as a percentage of
corporate business).
It would be a nice gesture, make up for the lost tax revenue on season passes, and keep Kirk Stapp quiet about a lift ticket tax for a good 12
months.

ON-HILL
SAFETY TIPS
MAKE A PLAN

Accidents can occur when skiers and
riders find themselves on terrain out of their
ability level. Before you head down the
mountain, plan out your route using a
trail map or the Mammoth App.
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The most ominous headline, which appeared above the fold of the December 30 issue, read, “Homeowners Opt to Refinance at Higher Rates to
Get Cash.”
“After about a decade of rising home prices, homeowners are flush with
record amounts of home equity they can tap. But many people remain short
on cash and are increasingly relying on debt to fund their lives.”
This sounds like a cocktail to avoid and reminiscent of 2008. Human nature being what it is, I imagine there will be a line out the door at that bar …
From page seven of this week’s Sheet … I need to see a copy of this contract the town has with JetSuiteX because it doesn’t make any sense to me
that a flight subsidy doesn’t come with a provision that allows Mammoth
Lakes Tourism some influence in the setting of prices.
Consider … using the numbers from the story, if I sell 30 seats at $300, I
gross $9,000.
But if I fill just 10 seats at $850, that equates to $8,500 … and then I get
paid another $1,800 by Mammoth Lakes Tourism as a subsidy for all the
empty seats.
So while JetSuiteX maximizes profit and taxpayer subsidy, the town gets
… fewer air passengers upon whose heads we calculate massive multiplier
effects. “Air passengers spend on average X amount of dollars more per day
than drive-to resort visitors.” That’s the standard justification we get from
the consultants to launch air subsidy programs in the first place.
There’s got to be a way to negotiate some leverage into this agreement.
Can someone have Tom Cage sit in the room during the next negotiation?
On a side note, I had to give Page a little grief for allowing Mammoth
Lakes Tourism Executive Director John Urdi to get away with a little fuzzy
math.
That, or Page’s liberal arts background has addled him.
The story says, “Orange County saw a 26% decrease in load factor, down to
44% from 70%.”
If your load factor goes from 70% to 44%, you’ve experienced a 37% decline in load factor.
The following comment came in regarding Page’s coverage of the snow
removal issue at the Peterson Tract in June Lake:
“Here’s what’s missing from the conversation ... The county can’t retain
snowplow drivers because the county thinks they can get away with paying sub-standard wages ... As a result these underpaid workers quit and
go to work for the TOML or Caltrans where pay and equipment is better ...
The county can’t find anyone to fill their mechanic positions for the same
reasons ... and the county lost one of its two competent heavy equipment
mechanics two years ago to LADWP ... The county’s solution to retain
employees was in giving the idiots in management big salary increases ...
I know some of these management people and the main reason they are
working for Mono County is that they can’t find better jobs anywhere else
... So when the county roads aren’t getting plowed the ones responsible are
the management geniuses sitting in their heated offices. Happy New Year.

JANUARY IS
NATIONAL SAFETY MONTH

FOR MORE TIPS VISIT MAMMOTHMOUNTAIN.COM/SAFETY

January is typically a time where I get to catch up on some reading, and
Santa serendipitously brought me a copy of Ronan Farrow’s “Catch and Kill:
Lies, Spies and a Conspiracy to Protect Predators” on the eve of the Harvey
see LUNCH, page 3
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LUNCH
continued from page 2
Weinstein sex crimes trial.
The book chronicles Farrow’s efforts
to gather and ultimately publish the
Weinstein exposé in the New Yorker
magazine, which he did in the fall of
2017.
And what we learn is that the New
Yorker published the piece because
NBC News passed on it.
And the reason NBC News passed on
it is because Harvey Weinstein leaned
on NBC executives to quash the story.
Further, we learn that key NBC executives who quashed the story had been
involved in sexual harassment incidents
of their own.
And that doesn’t even count Matt
Lauer.
Farrow had been an employee at
NBC. His pursuit of the story ultimately
led to his dismissal.
But there wouldn’t have been justice
without the women who came forward to tell their stories (and risk their
careers).
And the pattern of Weinstein’s behavior was so ... rote, so streamlined.
He would set up a meeting, and
there’d be a “honeypot” there, another
woman, perhaps a casting director, to
make it all seem normal and comfortable.
And then he’d invent some excuse
(usually, that he had to retrieve some
source material, a book) to make a detour to a hotel room.
And then he would either assault
his prey, or make a strong suggestion
about assaulting his prey - each story
was a little different - and some women
escaped, and some did not.
And the ones who did not would
blame themselves and/or be shamed
into silence.
As actress Rosanna Arquette told Farrow while he was researching the story,
“They’re gonna discredit every woman
who comes forward. They’ll go after the
girls. And suddenly the victims will be
perpetrators.”
And all the while, Weinstein’s influence is so wide and his donations to
politicians and causes so pervasive that
those unfamiliar with his shadow life

were shocked about the investigation.
When Farrow told Meryl Streep he
was investigating Weinstein, Streep’s
reported reaction was, “But he supports
such good causes.”
I juxtapose this experience reading
about the monstrous Harvey Weinstein
with Peggy Noonan’s column in the
Journal last week where she predicts the
story of the 2020s will be, in essence, the
backlash to #metoo.
“The past decade saw the rise of the
woke progressives who dictate what
words can be said and ideas held, thus
poisoning and paralyzing American
humor, drama, entertainment, culture
and journalism. In the coming ten years
someone will effectively stand up to
them. They are the most hated people
in America, and their entire program
is accusation: you are racist, sexist,
homophobioc, transphobic; you are a
bigot, a villain, a white male, a patriarchal misogynist, your day is over. Bow
to them, as most do, and they’ll accuse
you even more of newly imagined sins.
They claim to be vulnerable victims,
and moral. Actually they’re not. They’re
mean and seek to kill, and like all bullies
are cowards.”
And I know that Noonan wouldn’t defend Harvey Weinstein, but ... Weinstein
got away with it for 20 years, and almost
got away with it this time if the New
Yorker hadn’t stepped in and taken on
his attorneys.
And if he wasn’t sitting there in court
this week using his walker (because all
defendants are seemingly advised by
their lawyers to appear helpless and
sympathetic), and had gotten away
with it (again), would he be held up by
Noonan as merely a woebegone and
generally harmless patriarchal misogynist?
It’s just so hard to paint this stuff
black-and-white. You have to treat it
case by case, and there’s so much noise
... I mean, I find PC culture incredibly
annoying, but there’s a reason why it
exists.

Lunch passed by this cafe in downtown San Diego with his daughters last weekend. Of course,
the youngest daughter, who is 7, begged for us to go inside and play with the cats - even
though she has three cats at home. The cost: $8 a person! I held my ground and kept walking.
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LETTERS

A government regulation problem
Former Mayor Matthew Lehman
recently submitted the following letter to
Mammoth’s Town Council.
Dear Council,
I’m writing you today to share some
of my experiences and thoughts with
regard housing in Mammoth Lakes.
I drove to the ATT store on the
corner of Old Mammoth and Meridian
(a property I own with my business
partner) only find that it was closed
with a note on the door stating “closed
until February”. Out of curiosity I
called the number on the door to find
out why the tenant had allowed their
space to “go dark” and the response
was “we can’t find labor to keep the
store open”.
I continue to hear this from a variety
of local business owners experiencing
the same situation. In some cases I’ve
heard of restaurants having to close
down short term due to the lack of
labor, or at a minimum put their focus
on labor issues instead of running
their stores.
On the development front, I’ve
spoken to a number of builders and
labor is the ongoing issue pushing
completion times outside proposed
timeframes. This is catastrophic for
builders when there is such a small
window to build (non-winter months).
As we know, time is money and if the

business’ in Mammoth suffer, so will
the government. This is a ship that
will take time to turn around, and
while you have a long term plan for
restricted housing some more immediate action needs to be taken.
Outside the local gym and restaurants I’ve seen more the four cars in
which people were living. I’m guessing this isn’t part of our current housing plan.
Why are you not using all of the
Measure A funds going to Mammoth
Lakes Housing (MLT) to help solve this
issue? You continue to funnel funds
to MLT, an entity that so clearly does
not need the funds and has its own
independent funding source. There
was a time when we needed to market
our way out of a bankruptcy problem,
and that is behind us. Is the new goal
to drive people to Mammoth and only
to drive them away with a poor experience? Perhaps you should use these
funds for incentive programs.
It’s my understanding the Council is
going to put an added 1% tax to next
years ballot. Is this governments only
solution to their problems… tax more?
I wish I could do that in my business.
Isn’t there enough stress on the business community and the guest? Lift
tickets are now exceeding $200 for a
day of skiing. How much are we to
pass through? Perhaps you should
consider cutting expenses before
putting the tin cup out to the business
community.

Some alternative suggestions to
solve our housing crisis may be lighten
your focus on obtaining government
handouts (grants), deed restricted
solutions, and regulations. Instead
consider offering incentives to the private sector, such as property owners
and builders. Perhaps consider an incentive program to permit additional
density in Multi-Family areas and get
rid of all fees for anyone increasing the
supply of needed housing in town over
the next 2-5 years (or until things stabilize). Let the market takes its course.
If you incentivize property owners and
builders they will build quickly and
they will build a product the market
wants. This increase in housing will
increase competition and will also
empower renters to move into the
most desirable units, thus encouraging
the poor quality units to be improved
by their owners through competition.
Another consideration would be to
incentivize (not create more hurdles
for) all construction related to new or
renovated housing and lodging. The
proposal of another 1% tax will create
another hinderance for the construction of much needed nightly rental
product. Councilmember Wentworth
asked at a recent community meeting, why the Council should consider
incentives if a developer overpays
for the land? The fact of the matter is
the developers aren’t overpaying for
land, the government is simply over
regulating and over taxing. In many
cases the land could be free and the
project would not pencil to do overregulation.
In my opinion, we don’t have a
housing problem. We have a government regulation problem. I appreciate your efforts thus far, but we need
more immediate action.
Matthew T. Lehman
Mammoth Lakes

Get over yourself, yourself
Dear Editor,
Responding to a letter submitted
last week “Get over yourself” by Gary
Guenther ...
Mr. Guenther characterized those
who oppose Mr. Trump’s policies as
baseless opposition in the face of sup-

porting quantitative data.
He begins by citing the record low
unemployment rate. While Mr. Trump
deserves credit, according to the
US Bureau of Labor Statistics, more
jobs were created during the last 36
months of the Obama Administration than during the first 36 months
of the current one. Thus Mr. Trump’s
low employment rate continues that
equaled and often exceeded by Mr.
Obama. While both deserve credit, the
current rate is not the sole doing of Mr.
Trump.
In touting the economy the writer
fails to mention how the federal deficit
has ballooned by 50 percent in just
three years due to spending increases
and tax cuts heavily skewed to benefit
the richest among us--and to penalize
those living in high population states
such as California.
He has a point that Trump voters
“got what they wanted on policy issues.” Take regulations for example,
where coal miners can now flush measurable toxic chemicals and sludge
downstream. At least 42 endangered
species, from the green sea turtle to
the yellow-billed cuckoo, are no longer
protected from developers. And farmers can again spray numerous banned
pesticides proven to cause long-term
health problems.
On the “secure border” issue,
Trumpers are getting an exclusive
funding focus on a wall, when less
than 50 percent of illegal crossings
originate to the south, and almost
all contraband is smuggled through
legal border crossings and via plane
or boats. No credible expert on border
security believes this approach is
effective, while our current family
separation policies draw international
condemnation.
It’s also verifiable that our “America
First” policies are pleasing Trump
supporters, along with Vladimir Putin,
Bashar al-Assad, and the House of
Saud. You are in good company here.
The writer also objects to those who
brand Mr. Trump as a racist. Has he
forgotten, among numerous other
missives and actions, that Mr. Trump
gained attention by demanding Mr.
Obama show his long-form birth certificate? Case closed.
I do hope that the letter writer and I
will agree on two things.
First, Mr. Trump’s daily discourse
that so cheapens the presidency
would not be tolerated in American
school and university classrooms. I
taught for almost 40 years and I can
assure you of this fact.
And secondly, regarding impeachment, I’m sure we agree that Mr.
Trump and his inner circle should
testify under oath and provide the
requested documents which will undoubtedly exonerate him.
Stephen Cunha
Mammoth Lakes
Mr. Cunha is a Professor Emeritus of
Geography from Humboldt State University.
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Governor Gavin Newsom took aim at
the homelessness issue in California on
January 8, signing an executive order
and announcing a plan to ask lawmakers for $1.4 billion to pay rent, build
shelters, and provide treatment for
homeless individuals.
Newsom directed state agencies to
identify state lands and facilities that
could be used as short term housing, including Caltrans land adjacent to highways. He asked that the Department of
Food and Agriculture, in conjunction
with other agencies, do an initial survey
of fairgrounds in areas where a shelter
crisis is in effect, and determine the
population capacity for short-term usage as a shelter.
All counties, cities, special districts,
school districts, transit agencies, nongovernmental actors and tribal governments are asked to examine their own
ability to provide shelter for homeless
individuals on a short-term emergency
basis.
A member of the Tri-County Fair
Board told The Sheet the Fairgrounds is
concerned about what impact Newsom’s directive may have - because it’s
not just a matter of throwing open the
doors. It also has to be staffed. And can
pose conflicts with other users and
longstanding events.
			 -Page

Supes to discuss groundwater
The Inyo County Board of Supervisors
is scheduled to discuss the Indian Wells
Valley Groundwater Authority (IWVGA)
draft Groundwater Sustainability Plan
(GSP) at its regular meeting Tuesday,
January 14. Specifically, the Board will
receive a presentation by staff and an
update from Supervisor Kingsley, Inyo
County’s representative on the IWVGA.
The GSP is scheduled for consideration
by the IWVGA on Thursday, January 16,
2020. One of the components of the GSP
is inclusion of a project seeking to import water into the Indian Wells Valley
Groundwater Basin via the Los Angeles
Aqueduct.
Inyo County is one of five members
of the IWVGA, which also includes
Kern and San Bernardino counties, the
City of Ridgecrest, and the Indian Wells
Valley Water District. The joint powers
authority was created for the purpose of
implementing the Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) within
the Indian Wells Valley Groundwater
Basin, which the state determined is
in “critical overdraft” due to decades
of over- pumping. SGMA is requiring
development of a GSP as part of the
mandate to halt the overdraft and bring
the Indian Wells Valley Groundwater
Basin into balanced levels of pumping
and recharge by 2040. The GSP is due
this month.
“Although Inyo County’s constituency is a relatively small portion of the
groundwater users in that basin (i.e.,
Pearsonville), Inyo County has outsized
concerns regarding the future of the
basin’s water use due to the intention of
our fellow JPA members to import water
into the basin via the LADWP Aque-

duct,” said Assistant County Counsel
John-Carl Vallejo, who serves as Inyo
County’s alternate on the IWVGA board.
The meeting will be held in the Board
of Supervisors Chambers, County Administrative Center, 224 N. Edwards St.,
Independence.
			 -Press Release

Making The Case
Caroline Casey, Special Events director at Mammoth Lakes Tourism, gave
a presentation at Tuesday’s MLT board
meeting detailing special events funding for 2020 and requesting an additional $50,000 funding request from MLT’s
Measure A reserves.
The funding would be used to bring
“one-time special events” to Mammoth
Lakes and increase the 2020 Special
Event funding to a total of $210,000.
Funding for 2019 came in at $125,000.
Casey focused the events funding
process around events that would drive
TBID [Tourism Business Improvement
District] and TOT [Transient Occupancy
Tax] revenues, with application questions that included time of year, marketing outside of Mammoth Lakes, ticketing/upsale options, etc. The special
events team uses a point system to aid
in determining priority of events.
Events were given more points if they
occurred during a shoulder period as
opposed to an already busy time. Additionally, ticketed events were given
precedence over free ones.
MLT received a total of 27 applications during the period of November 1
to November 27; two of those applications were ultimately ineligible, one for
an incomplete application and the other
ultimately decided not to go through
with their event.
The final count: 25 applications seeking $334,000 in funding.
Those 25 applicants will each have a
30-minute interview with the special
events committee to determine individual allocations and answer additional
questions that the committee may have.
Casey and the allocation committee
also asked that 20% of any MLT funding
go to marketing, with the goal of driving
visitation to the town.

I 5

New events for 2020 include:
-Eastern Sierra Dark Sky Festival
in mid-October with an estimated 250
attendees that pair favorably with fall
visitor demographics (aged 55-plus with
median incomes in excess of $100,000).
-Mammoth Tuff, a gravel bike race
in late September that would bring an
estimated $200,000 and 600-800 guests
to the area and would overlap with
Oktoberfest.
-Mammoth Ultra Marathon, taking
place during the last weekend of September and would bring approximately
500 attendees to the area.
-Giddy Up, a country music festival in
the Village in early August that partners
with the Oak Heart music festival and
would bring 1,500-2000 attendees to
Mammoth Lakes
-A Keller Williams concert on June
25 to be hosted in the parking lot at
Snowcreek.
MLT Board Chairman John Morris
asked whether he would have to abstain
from voting as he also serves as the
general manager of Snowcreek. This led
a number of board members to realize
that they would also have a conflict of
interest by that standard.
A quick scan of the applicant interview list revealed that MLT board member Michael Ledesma will be making
the case for funding for the Mammoth
Margarita Festival and Giddy Up music
festival.
Treasurer Rhonda Duggan then
pointed out that the board wouldn’t be
able to form a quorum if every board
member with a conflict abstained from
voting on the funding request. The matter was dropped and the board voted
to approve the additional $50,000 for
Special Events funding.
Funding allocations will be made
public at MLT’s February 5 board meeting, with a follow-up presentation at the
February 19 Mammoth Town Council
meeting.
			 -Page

HAPPY HOUR

*Mon-Fri 4:00-6:00*
*Saturday 4:00-5:30*

DINING ROOM
opens at 5:30

Closed Sundays
No Reservations
“Just come on in!”
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EVERYONE’S
A CRITIC
NIHD CEO Dr. Kevin Flanigan responds to criticism amind physician defections
By Jam e s

E

arlier this week, The Sheet sat
down with Northern Inyo Hospital CEO, Dr. Flanigan, to discuss a wide range of issues. It was an
opportunity for Flanigan to respond
to criticisms directed at him and the
Healthcare District Board at the December 18 board meeting by several
citizens. Because the criticisms were
made during public comment and not
part of an agendized item, the Board
and CEO were not free to respond.
The criticism mostly revolved
around recent departures and resignations of several doctors and other
medical staff. But the speakers also
questioned whether the hospital
board and administration could be
relied upon to “act in good faith” and
in the best interest of patients.
Often, doctors are not employees
of a hospital, but rather independent
contractors with negotiated contracts.
The contracts may or may not be renewed, or the terms and conditions of
a contract may be renegotiated.
It was alleged that the way several
doctors were treated under the renegotiated contracts was unfair, or at
best, poorly handled.
One speaker, Denny Renick, com-

plained about hospital’s use of a
piece of technology software, along
with a concern about the pending
acquisition of housing rumored to
be “only for use by doctors, and not
other medical staff such as nurses.”
And then there was concern over the
“budget deficit.”
Among the topics discussed was
the Southern Mammoth Hospital
District’s (SMHD) encroachment into
the Northern Inyo Hospital’s district
boundaries without legal authority to
do so by the Local Agency Formation
Commission (LAFC) under state law.
It is currently being litigated.
Flanigan said that while he personally and professionally has no qualms
with Mammoth Orthopedics offering
clinical services in NIHD’s service
area, he does have a problem with
their forcing patients to drive 45 miles
north and another 4,000 feet elevation
to get all their labs, x-rays, MRIs, and
procedures.
It’s more than just an inconvenience
to patients living in the Northern Inyo
Hospital District; it results in a loss of
revenue which otherwise would be
coming into NIHD, which offers the
same services.

Flanigan believes in partnering
with others to provide better services
and care. He noted that the NIHD has
partnerships with the Toiyabe Indian
Health Project, Southern Inyo Hospital, and the Independence school
district, all of which must be approved
by LAFCO. He believes SMHD should
be playing by the same rulebook or
respect for the law.
About complaints of poor management and a burgeoning budget deficit,
Flanigan responded that since he
became the CEO at NIHD in 2016 and
established the existing leadership
team, hospital revenues have gone
from $72 million in 2016 to $90 million today. As for the complaint about
“the deficit,” he noted that it is a deficit only in the sense that it is “a deficit
against the projected budget.”
Generally, any projected deficit is
addressed by applying savings during the fiscal year resulting from not
filling some staff vacancies, deferring some non-essential equipment
purchases, and other cost savings
measures.

Restructuring program
In January, 2019, Flanigan and the
hospital board announced a threephase restructuring program to bring
hospital costs and revenues into
alignment. Included were changes in
departments, services, and included a
reduction in workforce.
Asked if the loss of Dr. Robinson
was part of the workforce reduction
efforts, Flanigan said “Absolutely not.
As a contract employee, she is not a
part of the hospital personnel budget.
She was a private, contract physician.”
Flanigan said that every two years
the hospital must go out to make a
Fair Market Value Physician Compensation Assessment Tool of the
contracts they have with the doctors
(sort of like a “Salary Survey”) which
gives the hospital some idea of what
range—from low to high—a physician should be paid. Where Flanigan

admits that he made a mistake with
Dr. Robinson (and two other physicians) was in misreading the assessment report when putting together
her contract, necessitating renegotiating her contract. The assessment tool
recommendation for compensation
was based on 1,900 hours of work,
while her contract had only called for
1,300 hours. As a result, Robinson was
being “overpaid” based on the Assessment tool recommendations. It led to
bad feelings compounded by the doctor being out of town and on medical
leave when it all went down.
“Blame me for the mistake, not
the district or the board. Don’t drag
others into the mud for my mistake,”
Flanigan says. “I truly regret the misunderstanding. I hold Dr. Robinson in
very high regard both personally and
professionally.”
On workforce reduction, Flanigan
said that only five administrative
people—just 1% of the workforce
(not care providers)—were laid off or
moved into a reorganized position
last January. And some additional
jobs were reorganized.” A plan to offer
early retirements for further savings
did not work out. It made a substantive difference in savings.
As for another charge made against
Flanigan, that he holds a grudge
against some of the members of a
credentialing board that denied his
request to work as a doctor at the
hospital as well as being its CEO, he
denies that it has affected his feelings
towards anyone on the board.
Flanigan said, “First off, I don’t really know who was on the board that
made the decision. I accept their decision. My thinking was that it might
be helpful if a regularly scheduled
doctor was not available to come into
work due to an emergency or illness,
I could step in until a replacement
could be made.”
According to those making the
charge, his request for hospital privileges were denied by the credentialing
board fearing a conflict of interest that
might arise between him—being both
a doctor and the CEO—and a subordinate hospital employee, who might
have a disagreement over a care issue.
As to other criticisms, some questioning Flanigan’s and the board’s
trustworthiness, along with other
seemingly personal attacks on his
management, competence and
character, Flanigan simply says that
he gets that he is a lightning rod for
others’ frustrations and that people
often jump to foregone conclusions
that may not be accurate. As for taking
the heat, he says simply, “It’s a part of
the job.”
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NOT
QUITE TAKING FLIGHT
Commercial air service sees an uneven December, price hikes
By Pag e

W

hile businesses in town
may have seen an uptick in
customers and sales during
the holiday season, dismal passenger
enplanement numbers served as a
reminder to Mammoth Lakes Tourism, the town’s marketing arm, of the
importance to rethink air service to the
Eastside.
Over the course of what Mammoth
Lakes Tourism Director John Urdi
referred to as “a tough December”,
Mammoth Yosemite Airport saw eight
out of a total thirty-one flights from Los
Angeles cancelled.
“That’s 26%, that’s terrible,” said Urdi.
“We lost roughly 500 passengers.”
“I think I was on every one of those
flights,” MLT Board Vice-Chair Scott
McGuire quipped.
While load factor (percentage of the
plane filled) was at 65%, up 2% from the
year before, December as a whole was
down 557 total passengers from the previous year. Urdi chalked the decrease in
passengers up to those cancellations.
Those 557 passengers contributed
to decreased overall business of nearly
1,000 passengers for the entire season
to date. Urdi noted that the pacing was
“not as bad as it looks but that month of
December really hurt us.”
McGuire said that in his experience
with the canceled flights in December,
some groups chose to rent a car and
drive up to Mammoth instead of waiting
in Los Angeles for the weather to clear.

He also explained that he’d experienced significant ticket price jumps;
whereas in the past he’d seen prices in
the $300+ range, this season, “I haven’t
found a ticket for less than $850,” McGuire said.
“What happened was we asked [the
flight companies] to swing the pendulum,” explained Urdi, “and they swung
it the wrong way or they swung it way
too far.”
By pendulum Urdi was referring to
pricing.

United to lower prices?
“The airlines want to make money
and balance the supply and demand as
well as the competition for pricing. The
goal is to cover costs and make a profit,”
said Kaylor.
The companies can make the same
amount selling half the seats on a plane
that they would filling the plane completely. If you have the cash to spring
for an $800 dollar seat, you may as well;
you could even have an entire section to
yourself.

Price gouging

Analyzing the numbers

Post-meeting, The Sheet contacted
MLT to see if there was any written language that prevented the airlines from
hiking rates two to three times what
they previously were.
The answer: “No. They have a cap on
how much subsidy they can receive but
not on price increases,” said MLT communications director Lara Kaylor.
She also explained that the airlines
are following a revenue guarantee model “which actually has nothing to do
with empty seats and everything to do
with ... profit margins being covered.”
The subsidy cap that MLT could pay
for Burbank and OC flights is $375,000.
As JetSuiteX offers a season total of
4,080 seats (as calculated by crack Sheet
staff ), the subsidy per seat (if no passengers flew at all) = $92/seat.
Is there any incentive for JetSuite X or

Service between San Francisco and
Mammoth Lakes began on December
19, with 2 cancellations during the final
days of the month.
Urdi explained load factor out of SFO
was at 63%, up from 57% the previous
year. Neverthless, those flights were
behind 136 passengers for the year.
“What’s really interesting is it’s literally like thirty passengers a month,
every month, and we’re behind where
we were last year,” said Urdi. “There’s no
huge chunk, no month that’s either way
behind or way ahead.”
He referred to service from Burbank
and Orange County as “interesting,”
explaining that delays in the contract
process with JetSuite X pushed back the
booking window by close to a month.
While there has been a rebound since,
Urdi explained that missing a month of

flight booking “hurt us.” Load factor out
of Burbank was “exceptional,” landing
at 72%.
Orange County saw a 26% decrease in
load factor, down to 44% from 70%. According to Urdi, price increases played
a role in the decrease in passengers,
something that MLT would have to stay
on top of in order to make those flights
financially viable.
Burbank and Orange County saw
one cancelled flight each, explained
by the fact that a single plane would fly
to Mammoth-Yosemite from Burbank,
then to Orange County, back to Mammoth and finally return to Burbank.
If a plane can’t make one of the
flights, then the rest have to be cancelled. Those cancellations resulted in a
total of 33 lost passengers.
While flights out of California performed near or slightly below expectations, the air service out of Denver, a
program still in relative infancy, was
“the huge winner” for December.
Flights out of Denver tracked 1,016
passengers ahead of last year, with a
load factor of 55%, up from 44% in 2018.
Looking ahead, bookings out of Denver
for February are up by 445.
Urdi attributed this increase to a focus
on East Coast marketing, noting that
those efforts “were really getting that
Denver flight to pop,” with an increase
between 185-445 passengers per month.
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MUF
continued from page 1
multi-purpose room with public
restrooms, concessions, rentals and
offices.
-The second floor will have a large
stadium-style seating area, a mezzanine and viewing deck and a 2,500 sq.
ft. community room and kitchen.
-And finally, 115-120 parking spaces
The structure thus far has been in
the design process, with the team
working within the confines of a
“Sprung Structure” to create a facility
that has a color palette and aesthetic
consistent with the Town’s “branding.”
The PEDC design committee that
met the previous day was concerned
with items such as “too much white”
or “questions regarding additional
Town logos.” Pedantic? Yes. But at
some point these issues must be addressed.
Haislip Hayes, Town Engineering
Manager, then changed gears.
“Really, the goal here is to approve
the design today and to help facilitate
that Brandon (Gullotti) our architect
from HMC (architect consultant hired
by TOML) has some virtual reality
slides to show you guys that will help
to visualize what this structure will
look like in it’s setting,” said Hayes.
Seriously.
It was awesome.
The meeting continued as any meeting would while PEDC members were
taking turns putting on virtual reality
goggles, spinning in circles, and pressing the button to see the next view of
the proposed MUF.

Digital renderings done by the HMC architect team. This is what the Planning Commission saw when they put on the virtual reality goggles.
The Sheet got a turn to put on the
goggles and it was essentially a picture
slideshow of the architects design that
allowed the user to feel like they were
in the proposed “Sprung Structure.”
The PEDC then got its turn to question Town Staff.
PEDC chairman Michael Vander-

VAL I D D E C 26 – JA N 31
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$ 99
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10‑Year Smoke
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$
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WITH ACE
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$
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$
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hurst asked, “For clarification for
someone watching at home, there are
no plans to relocate or eliminate the
playground?”
Moberly responded, “that is true.”
Vanderhurst continued, “The bike
path network in that area doesn’t
change at all?”
Hayes fielded this one, “No, if anything we will be adding to it.”
Then there was a long conversation
regarding the amount of white on the
structure. The concern was that someone in the mountains, or the Sherwins,
would look down on the Town and it
would be an eyesore.
But then Vanderhurst asked what
was next for the MUF, “Sandra maybe
you can enlighten us a little bit on the
future pathway for this project. If the
design review is approved today, what
are the next steps? Does it go to Town
Council after this?”
“No the PEDC is the final decision
maker for the design review. We are
going to present an update to Town
Council next week but they won’t be
making any decision, or any action

about design review.” Moberly said
before explaining that they could approve the design as is or bring it back
one more time if the colors/logos were
a lingering issue.
Before PEDC had its final word,
Betsy Truax of the Recreation Commission and Matt McClain of Mammoth Lakes Recreation endorsed the
project during public comment.
PEDC member Jessica Kennedy
endorsed the project while praising the
color scheme, including the white.
Vice Chair of the PEDC Jennifer Burrows wrote a statement on the project
which essentially endorsed the project
with a warning that the Town not rush
the project and time should be spent
picking colors that are appropriate.
Additionally, Burrows emphasized that
the project should be self-sustaining
and should not rely solely on the Town
for monetary support.
Commissioner Greg Eckert said,
“I don’t like that we are building this
project to a number and not a design,”
and ended with “If we are going to
build a Sprung Structure then this is
fine, but I just don’t like the Sprung
Structure.”
Commissioner Paul Chang concluded his comments by stating, “With the
constraints we have, I think this is an
overall good product.”
And finally Vanderhurst supported
the project but said he would like to
see a TOML logo on the top of the
Sprung Structure and was interested in
the cost analysis of doing so.
The design review passed 4-1, with
the modification that it comes back to
the design committee one more time.
Commissioner Eckert was the lone no
vote.
Town Staff will look into alternatives
to the amount of white on the tent and
the cost of a TOML logo on top and
bring it back for review of just those
two items prior to the issuance of a
building permit.
This won’t slow the process down as
Staff still needs approval from Town
Council before committing the hard
cash.

WITH ACE
REWARDS CARD*

1799

$

1299

$

SEAL,
PROTECT &
STOP LEAKS

each

Flex Seal®, Flex Shot®,
Flex Tape® or Flex Glue®
Rubber Sealants
6215107, 6238554, 6266985,
6266993, 6295950, 6406383,
6406391, 6665004, 6715171,
6004382, 6715163

PEDC Commissioner Jessica Kennedy (right) trying the virtual reality goggles on, while Commission Vice-Chair Jennifer Burrows appears more than willing to wait her turn.
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ADVENTURE
TIME
Eastern Sierra Interpretive Association hosts its fifth annual Adventure Series
By Hite
astern Sierra Interpretive Association (ESIA) is hosting its fifth
annual Adventure Series highlighting outdoor enthusiasts who have
a presentation and/or film screening of
their activities.
The Sheet talked to ESIA’s Molly Trauscht, an operation manager for the organization, who helped find the people
to fill the Adventure Series docket. “We
tried to focus on locals but there are
people from all over. This year we have so
many awesome athletes, photographers,
and filmmakers,” said Trauscht.
The first presentation will be given by
Katie Rutherford, a local professional
climber, on Thursday, January 16 and
will continue every subsequent Thursday until February 20, when Ryan Salm
presents his film screening of “Surf the
Ganges,” a story of Salm and a few of his
friends paddleboarding up and down the
Ganges river during one of India’s largest
holy festivals.
The presentations take place at Mammoth’s USFS Welcome Center starting at
7 p.m.
Trauscht found the speakers/ films
through many different channels. Salm,
for example, was a speaker last year but
unforeseen circumstances caused ESIA
to reschedule his screening and the turnout, according to Trauscht, was “very
low.” This year, Trauscht hopes that with
increased exposure and a static date, the
attendance will increase.
“I actually grew up with Johnny (John
Carlson) and he skies big mountains all

E

over the world. He was the youngest person to climb the seven summits (at age
17),” said Trauscht. She used the connection to book the 27-year old freeskier
and mountaineer who will be showing
‘La Grave’ a film by Teton Gravity which
describes itself as a film “to freeride skiing as Jaws is to big-wave surfing. Filled
with history, it’s also one of the biggest,
baddest places in the world to hone your
big-mountain skills.”
The February 13 screening of La Grave
will be the only ski-related event at the
adventure series.
There will be other impressive films,
such as ‘Rotpunkt’, which details the
art of the redpoint (english to german
translation of Rotpunkt), a term used
to describe a climbing route as being
accomplished through free climbing (no
ropes). ‘Rotpunkt’ shows the climbing of
professional climber Alex Megos but the
film’s directors, Ken Etzel and Chelsea
Jolly, will be at the adventure series for
the screening. In an interview with rockandice.com, Megos was asked how the
film came about and he responded, “It
was definitely Ken Etzel’s idea to make
the movie.” Etzel and Jolly will be there
to showcase historical German climbing
routes and legends that help progressed
the sport.
The first installment of the Adventure
Series, by Katie Rutherford on January
16, will have pictures and stories of her
free climbing adventures. The next talk
will also feature a local climber named
Katie Lambert from Louisiana, who will

Infographic courtesy of ESIA (from bottom left clockwise): Ryan Salm holding his camera, Katie Rutherford, Katie Lambert climbing, Rotpunkt cover, Noppadol Paothong,
and then a shot from “La Grave” starring Johnny Carlson among others.
detail how instrumental climbing has
been in her life.
And on February 6, ESIA will host
Noppadol Paothong, a sage-grouse photographer who authored a book titled
“Save the Last Dance” that tells the story
of Paothong’s 17 years of documenting
sage grouse, and other birds, courthsip
dances that are equally as impressive as
they are bizarre.
Hopefully there is something for everyone as Trauscht told the Sheet, “It is

a fun way to be a part of the community,
and to get stoked.”
Doors open at 6 and the events begin
at 7 so there is an hour to hang out at the
Mammoth Lakes welcome center before
the show. All shows will be in the US
Forest Service Auditorium in Mammoth
Lakes. Tickets are $15 and come with a
free beer courtesy of June Lake Brewing.
Bring your own mug or purchase one
from ESIA for $8.
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HUSKIES BEAT UP LONE PINE
By Hite

Girls
The Mammoth high girls basketball team got a clutch overtime win against lone pine by a
score of 35-34.
The game started off slow with
the Huskies trailing 5-6 at the end
of the first quarter.
In the second quarter Lone
Pine came out with a full court
press and got out to a 16-10
lead before Ella Thompson hit a
3-pointer to end the half.
With a score of 24-24 going into
the fourth, the game turned into
a rock fight. The score was 28-28
with 9.8 seconds left. Lone pine
had a chance to win the game
as the clock hit zero but the shot
rimmed out..
Overtime started off slow but
the huskies clawed ahead to a 33- Above: Ryder Radcliffe goes for a
floater in the first half vs the Lone
30 lead. Two clutch free throws
Pine Eagles.
by Kelly Alvarado appeared to
end the game 35-30 but on the
ensuing possession lone pine hit
a three pointer to bring it back to
a one score game, 35-33.
With less than 10 seconds left in
the game, The huskies threw the
ball down the court and missed
a layup, lone pine then grabbed
the rebound and the huskies
fouled them with 1.2 seconds left
to go.
Lone Pine had a 1-and-1 opportunity to send the game into a
double overtime.
The gym was tense but then
the students started to rattle the
bleachers. Lone Pine hit the first
free throw but missed the second, ending the game with a final
Above: Trent Presson hits a three over
score of 35-34.
a Lone Pine player that was slightly
late on the contest.
Boys
The boys basketball team got
off to a hot start leading the
eagles of Lone Pine 16-4 after one
quarter.
They never looked back.
28-10 at half.
38-21 going into the 4th.
And a final score of 56-37
The boys team was led by impressive play from Trent Presson
and Ryder Radcliffe.

Right: Cardiff Smith goes for a layup
late in the game scoring against Lone
Pine on his birthday.

Girls (above clockwise):
Kelly Alvarado scraps for a
loose ball, Ella Thompson
hits a three to close out the
first half, and then
Sam Jones fights to prevent
a jump ball.

MAMMOTH WINS CONSOLATION
BRACKET IN PARLIER TOURNEY

Mammoth Girls basketball is back this week after a break over the holidays. They resumed
play with a tournament over the weekend hosted by Parlier High and emerged as winners of
the consolation bracket.
After dropping the first game to Tranquility High School, they won out with victories over
Laton High School and Avenal High School
Against Avenal, the Huskies lead 24-7 at halftime and ended up winning the game 42-23.
Ella Thompson had a 20-20 game with 29 points and 21 rebounds, while Sam Jones recorded a
double-double with 10 points and 16 rebounds.
Jones liked what he saw out of his team, “It was a great weekend for the entire team and we
played very well as a unit, as we continue to improve each and everyday.”
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ARE
BLACKOUTS A BAD THING?
Assessing the impact of the Ikon Pass

By Hite
he holiday season is wrapping
up and even though most colleges have one more week of
winter break left, Mammoth is noticeably slower this week.
Giving us time to reflect upon the
impact of the Ikon pass, now in its
second season.
The Sheet visited local businesses
this week and asked a) how was business over the holidays and b) what
effect, if any, did the Ikon pass (and
its blackout dates of December 26-31)
have on the amount of business?
Kittredge rental manager Chris
Platero responded with, “It sucked.”
The Sheet: “Really?”
Platero (laughing) “No, it was good
... just not as good as last year ...
People were prepared for the blackout dates and they weren’t renting as
much during the dates,” said Platero.
Terry Lucian, General Manager of
Kittredge, agreed. “Business was fine,
it was pretty on par with the last two
years but it did dip a little that last
week of December.”
Lucian explained that he didn’t
look at any real numbers and was just
going on feel, “The lines were chiller
and it seemed that people who paid

T

than previous seasons.”
for lift tickets (during blackout dates)
He continued, “I think it was pretty
didn’t rent as much gear. They came
similar to last seaprepared.”
son overall but you
According to Lucould tell in the
cian, there might
post-blackout days,
be a silver lining
The lines were chiller our shop got way
to all of this, “I
busier.”
think it was a good
and it seemed that
The Town likely
thing. If I had ten
has
a carrying
more employees
people who paid for
capacity to the
we could have
lift tickets didn’t rent as amount of business
handled the extra
it can handle. That
crowd but I don’t
much gear.
equation factors in
because there
parking, workers,
aren’t enough
and a literal housworkers because
-Terry Lucian ing/hotel maxithey have no place
mum limit. Kellett
to live,” said Luthought it was a
cian.
good thing, “I don’t
His point: busithink it hurt the
nesses experitown, it just spread
enced a lull after
the holiday season
Christmas which
out thinner.”
is a positive thing
Even stores not
for a town that is
directly related to Ikon pass tourism
consistently understaffed.
experienced some effects as Mike
Robbie Kellett, a bootfitter at FootMunson, owner of Mammoth Pet
loose who also worked for the mounShop, told the Sheet, “It was nice, I felt
tain as a ski instructor last year, made
the town was a little slower and easier
a similar observation to the Kittredge
to navigate (during December).”
crew, “It spread the crowd out more

“

4 WEEKS FOR ONLY $199 • DROP-INS $55
Whether you’re just starting out or you’re an experienced skier, these
clinics are designed to boost your skate skills and tune up your form.
Small classes and individual attention from our PSIA-certified instructors
will help you progress quickly. Equipment rentals are free for students.
THURSDAYS • 9–10:30AM
JANUARY 9, 23, 30; FEBRUARY 6

SUNDAYS • 9–10:30AM
JANUARY 19, 26; FEBRUARY 2, 9

”

On his business, Munson said, “It
was a slow month. We were a bit down
but I’m not sure how much of that was
tourism.”
Munson says his business experiences a near 50/50 split between tourists and locals.
Munson also had some thoughts
on the Ikon pass, “I think during the
blackout days most people stayed in
the LA area and went to Big Bear or
something. Also the Ikon passholders that were here likely were second
homeowners and probably aren’t as
active on commerce.”
Just being here, the town seemed
busy but not packed. If the situation
ever gets out of hand and Alterra
experiences backlash, they’ll have to
come up with another way of mitigating the problem.
For now, expect to keep blacking
out until that starts to lose some of its
charm.
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THE
DOCTOR IS IN
Daniel O’Connell offers an alternative to litigation: talk it out
By Pag e

T

he legal process can be extensive, arduous, and immensely
tricky to navigate for anyone
who isn’t a lawyer. Legal disputes
can go on for months and even years,
with significant costs incurred and
no guaranteed positive outcome.
For those seeking to avoid the
headache of settling a dispute or
disagreement in court, Daniel
O’Connell of Alpine Dispute Resolution offers an alternative: save time,
money, and sanity by settling before
things even reach the point where
court dates are set.
O’Connell’s background in law
was a driving factor in his decision
to become a mediator and dispute
resolution expert. Before coming to
Mammoth Lakes in 2009, O’Connell
worked for a civil litigation practice
in Los Angeles from 1989 until 2003.
The practice handled a wide variety of cases including commercial,
breach of contract, and personal
injury.
After leaving the LA practice, he
branched out into real estate investment, which led to the project that
would bring him to the Eastern Sierra
permanently, Mammoth Rock ‘n
Bowl, where he spent eight and a half
years as developer and owner until
selling his interest in April, 2019.
At that point, he began looking into
other things that he could with one
caveat: “I didn’t want to go back to

nesses of their position.
tute for Dispute Resolution at PepIt helps to be versed in both strateperdine University this past summer
gies as modern mediation often
while developing the idea for a busirequires a mediator to take both apness he had in mind for the Eastside.
The role of a mediator, he says is “to proaches.
Often, mediation begins with facilifacilitate communication between
tative and then moves into evaluative
parties and disputants … to reach a
as the mediator
mutually benefigains a better uncial resolution.”
derstanding of the
According to
conflict.
O’Connell, there
are two strateLitigation is like cancer. “Cases go to trial
because one side
gies for mediating
disputes: facilitaYou wake up at night or the other, or
both, don’t know
tive mediation in
thinking about it
which a mediathe value of the
tor facilitates the
case,” explained
conversations and
O’Connell. “If you
serves as a guide
know the value,
towards resoluwhy go to trial?”
-Daniel O’Connell
tion, and evaluLitigation,
ative mediation,
he says, “is like
where a mediator
cancer. You wake
looks at the disup at night thinkpute and provides
ing about it.” He
his/her own point
explained that
of view on the
court can have secase.
rious downsides:
In the latter
juries can behave
approach, a mediator can give their
unpredictably, witnesses take sides,
stance on each party’s argument and
and lawyers
advise them how to proceed accordSome advantages of mediation as
ingly.
described by O’Connell: reduced
O’Connell describes the mediator’s cost from legal fees, significant time
role as working “towards the middle
reduction, tailored control over the
ground” and helping each party
process and outcome, complete
understand the strengths and weaksee O’CONNELL, page 16

“

The only Sheet file photo we possess of Dan
O’Connell (left), with Walter Sobchak.
practicing law,” said O’Connell.
In talking with people around
town, O’Connell repeatedly heard
others express a need for a mediator
and when he researched nearby mediators, the closest one he was able to
find was in Fresno.
The reason O’Connell prefers
mediation to litigation in regard to
resolving disputes; he’d rather be a
neutral third party in helping settle
disagreements as opposed to taking
a side.
He took classes at the Straus Insti-

”
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TRUMP TRAIN

By Hartley
he football world is ablaze with
talk of how the Patriots are out of
the playoffs. And it was predictable. The Titans were going in there able
to control the clock and the Pats couldn’t
score. You had to know it was over for the
Pats ... this year. But you also have to tip
your hat to them and say well done. This
is the first year since 2015 the Pats aren’t
in the Super Bowl. Phenomenal.

T

The divisional playoffs
Vikings +7 at Niners. The Vikes beat
the Saints last weekend. Don’t buy into
Cousins He made a couple good throws.
But ANY team and ANY QB, if you give
them enough chances, will win a big
game eventually. Niners -7 and lay those
points. I don’t think this game will be
close. Cousins was celebrating after the
game like they won the Super Bowl.
Which means he didn’t think they would
win either.
Ravens -9 v. Titans. This is a tough
one. Baltimore is 9 points better but I
feel like it will be hard to score a bunch
of points when each team only has 3 possessions each half when both teams want
to have 19-minute poundthe-rock drives.
This game could put you to sleep. Ravens
win but don’t cover. Take Titans plus the
points.

Chiefs -9.5 v. Texans. The Texans won
a playoff game ... because Deshaun Watson made a tremendous play in crunch
time. I still feel that guy should leave if
he doesn’t get a better coach. They are
shortening his career daily with that awful scheme and awful line. He should sue
the organization for creating a hostile
working environment playing behind
that offensive line. Take the Texans plus
the points. I think they can both score.
Packers -4 v. Seabitches. Lay the
points. The Seabitches took out the
Eagles. And you know where I am going. Sick of Eagle QB Carson Wentz. I
heard people saying the Eagles didn’t
have a chance after Wentz left the game
because the offense stalled. They had
a total of 3 points when Wentz left the
game. Stop it. Wentz hurt again. Gets
another pass. Still ain’t done a thing in
the playoffs. Yeah Philly, eat that $128
million contract.

Coaching carousel
Mike McCarthy hired by the Cowboys.
Bad hire ... on the surface. If McCarthy
changed his approach to offense, he
could be a good hire. But consider ... he
never ran the ball in Green Bay. Dallas is
about running the football. They have a
QB suited for a great running game, line

The Mammoth Orthopedic Institute at Mammoth Hospital

The Only Multi-Specialty Orthopedic
Practice in the Eastern Sierra
Proud to offer the hip and knee
specialty services of Michael Karch, MD
•
•

Adult Hip and Knee Replacement
Orthopedic Trauma and Surgery

Michael Karch, MD

Michael Karch, MD co-founded Mammoth Orthopedic Institute and has been in
practice at Mammoth Hospital since 2003. He is board certified in Orthopedic
Surgery and specializes in total joint replacement of the knee and hip. He has a
specialty clinical interest in computer navigated anterior hip replacement, total
knee replacement and complex orthopedic fracture care.
Dr. Karch has been recognized by the President of the United States for his
efforts at Ground Zero on 9-11 and by the United Nations and several third
world governments for his humanitarian work in disaster and conflict zones.
He is an Associate Professor of Orthopedic Surgery at Georgetown University
School of Medicine. He is a Co-inventor of SMARTdrill technologies and holds
multiple patents and trademarks in medical devices. Dr. Karch has been a team
physician for the United States Ski and Snowboard Team since 2002 covering
the Nordic Combined and Ski Jumping World Cup competitions.

Currently accepting patients in both Mammoth and Bishop
locations as part of our team of comprehensive orthopedic specialists.

760.924.4084
www.MammothOrtho.com

built for running the ball and the highest
paid RB in the league.
The Cowboys offense has been stale
and boring. McCarthy was fired for his
offense getting stale and boring.
Something’s gotta change or this is a
HORRIBLE move.
Giants hired Joe Judge (And Jury). I
can’t say a thing about Joe Judge because
I have NEVER HEARD of him. He was
the Special Teams/Wide Receivers coach
for the Patriots. Yeah, stop laughing. You
saw what I wrote about Pats receivers.
All I hear is that WRs cannot pick up
the playbook and can’t gel with Brady.
And the WR coach ... gets a head coaching job with Giants. Belichick assistants
trend as BAD head coaches. This guy
hasn’t even run an offense or defense.
I’m gonna go out and say this was an
AWFUL hire NOW. This will blow up. The
Giants’ problem is the GM is a moron
and wanted another patsy to blame and
control. Dumbass.
Panthers hired Matt Ruhle from Baylor.
Gotta give them credit for doing something new. They offered him a ton of
money and years which is odd considering he is a college coach. But at least they
are doing something different.
Note: He is now the 5th highest paid
coach in the world. And the only coach
in the top ten who hasn’t been to a Super

Bowl.
Browns. Can’t even get people to fly in
for an interview.

Trump Train
I am back on the Trump Train. He is
pushing now to make it harder to collect
disability for a lot of people. They are
gonna change what qualifies and make
people prove they are still disabled every
certain number of years.
I agree absolutely. Too many people
get away with it. And I see people crying
that it isn’t fair and we should leave it
alone. Why?? If you are disabled then
you have proof and doctors verify it then that’s fine. But to receive disability
because you have an addiction to eating
pizza and drinking monster drinks and
gain 300 pounds ... screw that. To claim
disability because you can’t relate to
people and can’t stay assimilated to
human beings enough to keep a job but
you can play FORTNITE online all day
... screw you. Get your ass to work. I am
back on the Trump Train again ...
Well, the whole IRAN thing. That is
disturbing. Okay, my trip on the Trump
Train was short. I’m Off again. I don’t
wanna get hit in the crossfire on that
mess ...
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BARS & MUSIC

BARS & MUSIC

Happy Hour/

Monday, January 13/

The Liberty Sports Bar and Grill.
Happy hour 3-6 p.m. More info, see ad
page 9
Outlaw Saloon Happy Hour Mon-Fri.,
Happy Hour from 4-6 p.m.
Morrison’s Happy Hour 5-6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday in the bar.
Mammoth Rock ‘N’ Bowl
Mon. DJ 9:00 p.m. Thurs. DJ 10 p.m.
Clocktower Cellar Happy Hour: 4-7
p.m. daily. $6 dollar menu items, drink
specials. Info:
Petra’s happy hour. 5-7 p.m. Signature
cocktails, special menu. Info:
Roberto’s Happy Hour: 4-6 p.m. daily.
The Public House Local Mondays (all
local beers $5 a pint).
Famous Slocums Happy Hour
Weekdays: 4-6 p.m. Saturday 4-5:30 p.m
More info: See ad p. 5.
T-Bar Social Club in June Lake.
More info: www.tbarsocialclub.com.
Giovanni’s Happy Hour daily 4-6 p.m.
Lg. pizza & pitcher of beer = free wings.
Shelter Distilling Open 11am -11pm
Daily Happy Hour: 3-5 p.m. Sunday
through Thursday/Half Off All Drinks
Info:
Side Door Café & Wine Bar. Happy
Hour: 3-6 p.m. daily. 20+ wines by the
glass.
The Mogul happy hour 5:30-6:30 p.m. in
the bar with food and drink specials.
Bleu Handcrafted Foods Daily Happy
Hour 5-6 p.m. $5 Beer, Wine and Small
Plates.
Devils Creek Distillery tasting room
hours. 3-6 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays.
Location: Industrial Park, 123
Commerce Dr.
53 Kitchen & Cocktails happy hour
Friday-Sunday. Time: 2-4 p.m.
Black Velvet Coffee happy hour 4-6.
Wine tastings on Wednesdays.
Rafters daily happy hour 4-6 p.m. All
night happy hour on Thursday.
Jimmy’s Taverna 1/2 off select bottles
on Wine Wednesday. 4-6 p.m. Happy
hour every day 4-6 p.m. with special
menu at the bar.
Lakanuki happy hour 3-6 p.m. daily.
Mammoth Tavern Happy hour 4-5:30
p.m. Half off draft beer, well drinks and
wine. App specials

January 10-11/

Plasty plays Liberty Bar. Info see ad page
9

Friday, January 10/

AUTO - HOME - COMMERCIAL - HEALTH

Jelly Bread plays Mountain Rambler
Brewery in Bishop. Time: 9 p.m.
Jessy Covets plays Rafters in
Mammoth. 10 p.m.- close.
Apres Ski with Darren Senn @ T-Bar
Social Club in June Lake. Free. 2 p.m.

Saturday, January 11/

OWNERS/BROKERS
Alicia Olson
Eric Olson
LIC # 0I19200
LIC # 0783148
info@MammothInsurance.com
625 Old Mammoth Rd, Mammoth Lakes

MammothInsurance.com
CALL 760-934-2200

Catch all the NFL playoff action
@ Liberty, Clocktower, Gomez in
Mammoth and the Paiute Palace in
Bishop
Sambada plays the T-Bar in June Lake.
Brazilian Party Band. 8 p.m. Tix @
balancedrocksaloon.com
Andrew Webber Blues Band plays
Rafters in Mammoth. 10 p.m.- close.

Sunday, January 12/

Catch all the NFL playoff action
@ Liberty, Clocktower, Gomez in
Mammoth and the Paiute Palace in
Bishop
Open Mic Night @ T-Bar. Time: 7 p.m.
Karaoke @ Lakanuki with host Jesse
Steele. Time: 9 p.m.

THE SHEET I Saturday, January 11, 2020

Locals’ New Years Eve at Rafters in
Mammoth. Sets by DJ ONEzie, DJ
Lamont, DJ Kally and DJ RodneyO. 10
p.m.-close.

TOWN STUFF
January 10-12/

Winter Photography Seminar at Mono
Lake led by Joe Decker, veteran of
many Mono Basin and polar winters.
Joe will guide participants to the best
photographic opportunities in winter
under a full moon. The seminar will
include the traditional Saturday dinner
catered by Linda Dore at Epic Cafe.
Info: monolake.org or call 760.647.6595

Saturday, January 11/

Eastern Sierra Avalanche Center
season kickoff event @ Canyon Lodge
hosted by Nick Russell. Entry: $20.
Doors open 5:30 p.m. Show at 7 p.m.
Huge raffle & silent auction. Free
daytime avy seminars from 9-3@ the
Emerald Room, Village at Mammoth.
Meet Inyo County Judicial candidate
Susanne Rizo @ the Patio Bldg., TriCounty Fairgrounds in Bishop. Time: 3-5
p.m.
Stretching and Story Time @
Mammoth Lakes Library for ages 2-10.
Time: 10 a.m.
ART & WINE: ACRYLIC SERIES WITH
MIGUEL FLORES - CACTUS. Time:
5:30-8:30 pm. Location: MAC Gallery &
Art Center. Miguel will provide step by
step instruction while you enjoy a fun
evening at MAC Gallery & Art Center.
$45, includes all materials & a glass of
wine. Info: 760.914.2909
Owens Valley Arts is hosting a Portrait
Workshop @ the Legion Hall in
Independence. Two sessions (10-1 and
1:30-4:30). $50/session or $80 for two.
Live model and materials included.
Info/registration: owensvalleyarts@
gmail.com/626.394.1454.
Woolly’s Saturday Parade @ the Village
Time: 3:45-4:30 p.m. Face painting.
Dance Party. Parade. All ages welcome.
Cookies and Cocoa with Bucky
@ June Mountain. Join Bucky, June
Mountain’s mascot, for cookies, cocoa,
and a dance party around the bonfire.
Time: 2 p.m.

Sunday, January 12/

Bishop Community Concerts Assn.
presents magician illusionist Ron
Saylor. Time: 3 p.m. Location: BUHS
Auditorium. Info: www.bishopcca.org.
Tix at door: $25 adult/$10 teen/12 &
under: Free with paying adult.

Tuesday, January 14/

Inyo County Board of Supervisors
meets. Time: 8:30 a.m. Location: 224
North Edwards in Independence.
Mono County Board of Supervisors
meets. Bridgeport Courthouse. Time: 9
a.m.
Sierra Club Inyo Craters XC Ski.
Explore the Inyo Craters area on and
off groomed trails. 5-6 miles of skiing
for a three hour round trip with a lunch
break. Advanced/beginner ski level,
dogs are welcome, dress appropriately
for a day outside. Meet at Union Bank
Parking Lot in Mammoth Lakes at 10
a.m.
Bishop Area Climbers Coalition
Speaker Series. Time: 6 p.m. Location:
The Gear Exchange. Speaker: Dave
Allfry.

MAMMOTH LIQUOR
Beer lovers’ candy store

Selection of more than 300 beers
49ER FANS PROSPECT HERE!

934.6260

Main St. Next to Rick’s
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calendar of events
Operation Mountain Freedom

TOWN STUFF

UPCOMING

Disabled Sports Eastern Sierra
(DSES), in partnership with Mammoth
Mountain Ski Area and the Inyo National Forest Service will welcome more
than 50 active and veteran military personnel and their families for Operation
Mountain Freedom, to be held January
13-17.
Beginning with a welcome dinner
hosted by Mammoth Lakes Fire Department, the community of Mammoth
Lakes will gather together to support
our wounded warriors for a week of
therapeutic recreation.
This event, which has been growing
each year since 2007, was created in
an effort to help our wounded warriors reintegrate into civilian life within
the beauty, safety, and joy of the Sierra
Nevada mountains. New this year, athletes will participate in sessions geared
toward assimilating to civilian life.
On Thursday, January 16, the Mammoth Lakes community is invited to
come together to recognize all participants with a ceremonial Arch of Honor
at 8:45 am at the Gondola Building at
Main Lodge.
For a complete schedule of events
and more information about Operation Mountain Freedom, please contact
Amanda Carlson at 760.934.0791 or
email acarlson@disabledsportseasternsierra.org.

Tuesday, January 14 (cont.)/

Thursday, January 16/

Snowboard and Freeski Grand Prix
Plan a return trip to Mammoth for
the Land Rover U.S. Snowboard and
Freeski Grand Prix. World-class skiers
and snowboarders will compete in
the Unbound Main Park and 22-foot
halfpipe in slopestyle and halfpipe
events. Check out this nationally
televised contest up close with prime
viewing from Main Lodge.
The Grand Prix runs from January 26
to February 1.
Winter Adventure Series
ESIA is hosting the fifth annual
Winter Adventure Series in Mammoth
Lakes, January through February 2020.
The Winter Adventure Series seeks to
educate, motivate, and inspire attendees to explore the Eastern Sierra
through presentations and films by
professional athletes, photographers,
filmmakers, scientists, and outdoor
adventurists. The first talk will be held
on January 16 and will feature local
Eastern Sierra resident Kate Rutherford, a professional climber, who will
discuss her career and how she got
started climbing in Yosemite. Tickets
are $15 and children under 18 get in
free. Rutherford will be speaking at the
USFS auditorium in Mammoth Lakes.
Doors open at 6 p.m. and the show
starts at 7 p.m.
Southern Inyo County Sustainable
Recreation Workshop
Where: Statham Hall, 138 Jackson
Street, Lone Pine
When: January 16, 6- 8 p.m.
Funded through Prop 68, the Eastern Sierra Sustainable Recreation
Partnership (ESSRP) invites the community to help them develop sustain-

Women In Business @ The Fort,
Mammoth Lakes. Featured speakers:
Alisa Harper Mokler and Sandra
DiDomizio on "What We've Learned and
How It Can Help You." Time: 5:30- 7:30
p.m.
Bishop Chamber of Commerce meets
at Alta One Federal Credit Union in
Bishop. Time: 10:30-11:30 a.m.

January 15-16/

Inyo County Licensing and AntiRabies Vaccination Clinic. Locations:
Bishop Vet, Mountain View, Sierra Vet.
Time: 10-1 and 2-6. Vaccinations $10.
Licensing is $15 for altered/$30 for
unaltered.

January 15-18/

California Hawking meets at TriCounty Fairgrounds in Bishop. The meet
features a weekend full of workshops,
competitions, and guest speakers, live
music, and vendors. Info: https://www.
calhawkingclub.org

Wednesday, January 15

"Shelter" Movie Premiere @ Wave Rave
in Mammoth. Catch a free screening of
the new film "Shelter", which follows
five adventurers boarding the best peaks
while practicing sustainability. Starring
Jeremy Jones, Mat Schaer, Leo Tallifier,
Levi Luggen and Thomas Delfino. Time:
7 p.m.
"Lunch and Learn" with Bishop
Chamber of Commerces @ Astorga's
in Bishop. Enjoy great food, get to know
fellow business owners and share ideas!
This month’s special program will be
presented by Wils Cain of Eastern Sierra
Interpretive Association. Learn how
ESIA is educating and inspiring people
about Eastern Sierra Public Lands.
Price: $15. Time: Noon-2 p.m.
Mammoth Town Council meets. 6 p.m.
Suite Z. Minaret Mall.

AT THE MOVIES

Eastern Sierra Interpretive
Association's Thursday night Winter
Adventure Series starts. Location:
USFS Auditorium in Mammoth. Time: 7
p.m. Tix: $15. Leadoff presenter on the
16th: Local professional climber Kate
Rutherford.
Southern Inyo County Sustainable
Recreation and Tourism workshop @
Statham Hall in Lone Pine. Time: 6 p.m.
Info: www.essrp.org or see sidebar this
page.

January 17-19/

A Night of Broadway @ Edison Theater
in Mammoth. Spend an evening with
some of the best Broadway tunes in
history. Showtimes 7 p.m. Friday and
Saturday and 4 p.m. on Sunday. Tickets
online: $20/$18/$10. Tickets at the door:
$22 No discounts. More info: see sidebar
this page

Saturday, January 18/

Felici Trio Presents: "Viva Vienna"
Join the Felici Piano Trio for a concert
celebrating “The City of Music”. The
program features piano trios by
Beethoven, Anton Arensky and a
violin sonata by Mozart, performed by
Rebecca Hang and Steven Vanhauwaert.
Tickets: $25 Adult, $20 Senior, $7
Students. Available online at www.
ChamberMusicUnbound.org, at the
Booky Joint, the Inyo Council for the
Arts, or at the door.

Tuesday, January 21/

Volunteer Eastern Sierra's Not Your
Grandma's Bingo returns to the
Warming Hut. All proceeds benefit
Rhiannon's Kids. Doors 5 p.m. First
game 6 p.m. Add'l parking available at
Eastern Sierra Community Bank and
Mammoth Mountaineering

able recreation programs. Bring your
thoughts about the challenges facing
Southern Inyo County along with ideas
for improvements to the recreation
infrastructure and programs in your
community and area. Feedback will
be used to inform a regional strategy
for sustainable recreation and tourism in the Eastern Sierra and to inform
future projects. Snacks and refreshments served, bring your own cup and
plate to reduce the need for single use
products. Everyone is welcome but the
workshop focuses on Southern Inyo
County.
A Night of Broadway
For three nights only, catch some of
your favorite Broadway tunes at the
Edison. Running from January 17-19,
the revue-style show features local actors in performances of beloved show
tunes. The evening consists of individual numbers from beloved Broadway
classics such as The Man of La Mancha,
Cabaret, Big River, Sound of Music,
Gypsy and many more. Shows are 7 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday, with a 4 p.m.
performance on Sunday.
The Edison is also offering special VIP
tickets. For the price of $35, you can attend a pre-show cocktail hour with the
actors and get access to reserved seating
for the show.
Tickets are available at edisontheatre.
org
Revolution Tour
The Revolution Tour is coming to
Mammoth Mountain this February!
Revolution has proved to be a
progressive venue for top junior riders
to take to the competitive stage in
Halfpipe, Slopestyle, and Big Air.
Designed as a stepping-stone for
athletes to make the transition from
the grassroots events to the elite level,
the tour will showcase top amateur
riders competing in the Unbound's
Main Park and famed Super Duper
Pipe.
Focusing on riders ages 13-19, the
Revolution series pre qualifies riders
in each competitive field before
opening registration to any athlete.
Overall series winners may earn an
invite to be part of the U.S. Grand Prix,
Junior Worlds, the U.S. Open, USASA
Nationals, as well as to participate in
Project Gold camps.
The series runs from February 4-9.
A full schedule of events, registration,
and additional info can be found at
mammouthmountain.com
Special Funding Meetings
The Mammoth Lakes Tourism Special
Funding Comittee will be interviewing applicants from January 13-16. The
purpose of this meeting is to allow committee members to ask questions of the
applicants and for applicants to provide
additional information not provied in
their application. Times:
January 10,16: 8-11 a.m.
January 13: 8 a.m.- 1:30 p.m.
January 14: 4-7 p.m.
All meetings are at the Mammoth
Lakes Library.
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Help Wanted

Sierra Employment Services, Inc.
is hiring PT & FT for:
Bilingual HR Assistant $15 to $17
MCWD Asst Engineer $32.10- 42.62
FC Bookkeeper Bishop $DOE
Tow Truck Driver ML $16-18
Housekeepers ML $15-18
Housemen ML $15-16
General Laborers ML/B $15-20
Snow Shovelers ML $20-22
Call Us Today
760-924-0523 or 760-873-8599
www.SierraEmployment.com
Mammoth Spa Creations is looking for
an additional member for it’s team. We currently have an immediate opening for a spa
maintenance / technician position. This is
a Full Time Position (Monday through Friday). This position offers vacation accrual,
benefits and paid holidays. Experience is
preferred, but not required. Heavy lifting is
required. Please call 760-924-3091 or stop
by the store located at 1401 Tavern Road
Mammoth Lakes for more information and
to pick up an application. Resumes can be
e-mailed to mammothspa@aol.com.
Vacation Rental company seeks (FT (w/
benefits) or PT) local maintenance techs
($20/h) and housekeepers (great piece rate,
we have linen strippers to do heavy lifting).
Must be a team player and have great attitude. Email: recruiting@fivestarlodging.
com to apply.

NOW HIRING
Founded by local skiers in 1979, Footloose
Sports has grown into the biggest sport shop
in Mammoth, CA. If you have a passion for
the outdoors and want to be part of a great
working team apply now for the 2019-2020
Winter Season for all store departments and
in office for a specialist in social media.
Apply in person or online at footloosesports.com/careers/htmlor email your
resume to footloose@footloosesports.com

MAMMOTH COMMUNITY WATER DISTRICT’S General Manager’s Office is currently recruiting for one permanent Water
& Wastewater Maintenance Superintendent position in the Maintenance Department. FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION/
TO APPLY: Please see the District website
http://www.mcwd.dst.ca.us/employment.
html.
MAMMOTH COMMUNITY WATER
DISTRICT’S Operations Department is currently recruiting for one permanent Wastewater Treatment Plant Operator position
in the Wastewater Treatment Division. FOR
APPLICATION INFORMATION/TO APPLY:
Please see the District website http://www.
mcwd.dst.ca.us/employment.html.

For Rent
Seeking Lodgers for my spare bedrooms
in Mammoth Knolls. Upscale home and
neighborhood located three-tenths of a mile
uphill from the Village. 31 day or longer
contract required by zoning. Possible master
bedroom upgrade during Christmas holiday.
Inquire at bowesdavid1@yahoo.com for
photos, rates and calendar possibilities.
3BDR, 2BA unit located in Lee Vining w/
garage, W/D, stove, fridge. $1,600/mo. Call
Dennis @ 760.914.0492

continued from page 12

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Town of Mammoth Lakes
Open Positions
Temporary Snow Removal Operators
$23.76 - $27.50/hr
Ice Rink Staff
$12.60 - $14.59/hr
Assistant Site Coordinator – Ice Rink
$13.89 - $16.08/hr
Full-time and part-time hours available
for the winter months. For more information and to apply, visit www.townofmammothlakes.ca.gov, or call (760) 965 3604

Alpenhof Lodge is accepting applications
for winter employment. We are looking for
full and part time team members for year
round and seasonal positions. Applicants
must be able to work weekends and holi
days. Day and evening front desk shifts,
housekeeping and maintenance shifts are
available. Please apply in person at 6080
Minaret Rd, Mammoth
Part-time legal secretary to cover vacation for full-time person and work 2-4 days
a month. Must be comfortable using a
computer and be competent at typing. We
are happy to train the right person. Email resume to pmcorto@timothysanfordlaw.com.
Onsite Condo Management Position
Available: Requires hands-on organized individual/couple experienced in seeing and
doing what needs to be done, including providing friendly and helpful customer service
for renters and owners, lawn and landscape
maintenance, snow removal, snow blowing,
pool & spa cleaning, cleaning restrooms,
general repairs, obtaining project bids, computer, website & office skills. Must be a team
player, self-starter & dependable. Salary
plus housing, utilities & medical insurance.
Email reservations@mammothlakes.com or
Fax Resume 760/934-1703.

Mammoth Taxi is accepting resumes
for experienced drivers with great customer
service and clean driving records. We are
also looking for office staff for the right
person with great organizational skills
and customer service background. Please
inquire with Scottie at 760-914-7433. www.
mammoth-taxi.com.

Vacasa is hiring full and part time housekeepers in June Lake with pay starting at
$18/hour. Apply at vacasa.com/careers.
Tonik is seeking PT/FT help. Fun place to
work, especially if you’re into clothes and
fashion. Stop by the store on Old Mammoth
Road for an application. 760.924,7727
Inyo County Office of Education seeks a
Full-Time Mental Health Therapist
Salary: $61,750 - $75,944.90
Hours: 8 hours per day, 190 days per year
Job Summary: Under the supervision
of the assigned Administrator, the Mental
Health Therapist is primarily responsible
for helping students to succeed academically, socially, and emotionally by providing
individual, group and family counseling and
collaborating with educators, parents, and
other professionals to create a safe, healthy,
and supportive learning environment,
complying with Federal and State laws and
the Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA).
Deadline: January 31, 2020 at 5:00 pm
Required experience: At least one year
of full-time experience in providing mental
health therapy services to school-aged children in a California school district, county
office of education or county mental health
setting.
Required education: Master’s degree in
counseling/social work or related discipline
from an accredited institution of higher
education.
Required license: Valid psycho-therapist
license (LMFT, LCSW, LPCC, Ph.D).
Required Certificates/LIcenses/Credentials: Crisis Prevention Intervention (CPI),
CPR, and ASIST or commensurate licenses,
certification (must be earned within 130
days of employment). Current valid California Driver’s License
Desired Qualifications: Ability to supervise interns/associates, valid California Pupil
Personnel Services Credential or enrollment in a PPS program., Bilingual: Spanish,
Experience in working with Native American
and/or Latino students.
All applicants must apply online via www.
edjoin.org. Successful applicant will be
required to obtain fingerprint clearance and
pre-employment exam prior to start date.
Contact: Marlene Dietrich at (760) 878-2426
ext. 2222
EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
Mammoth Ski & Racquet Club looking
for a full time office assistant. Must work
on holidays, weekends and may rotate with
2 other affiliated offices. Phones, reservations, customer relations involved. Will
train - serious candidates only please.
Please email resume to info@mammothres.
com.

Help Wanted. We are expanding! New
jobs in all departments. Great crew and
great products. Perks including ski pass.
Alpine Approach and Mammoth Mountaineering jobs available.
Reservation and Office Assistant wanted for a busy 84-unit condo complex. FT,
year-round position. Must work weekends
(Wednesdays/Thursdays off ). Responsibilities include but are not limited to booking
reservations, responding to emails, phone
interactions, professionally handling guests
and owners. In the slow season, we do
property condition reports. Apllicant is expected to have excellent customer service
skills, computer literacy, with good working
knowledge of Microsoft Word and Excel.
Bring resume to rental office at 895 Canyon
Blvd. or email dwooten@stantoncondos.
com.
Elixir Superfood & Juice is hiring Service/Kitchen Team members. Benefits incl.
delicious shift meals and a fun and energetic work environment. Apply in person or
online at www.enjoyelixir.com/careers
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
Eastside Media Productions

Ehren Goetz
P.O. Box 100 PMB 210
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
This business is conducted by a individual.
The registrant has not yet begun to transact business under the fictitious business
name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on January 2, 2020.
File Number 20-001
2020-0005 (1/11, 1/18, 1/25, 2/1)
Fictitious Business Name Statement
The Following Person
Is Doing Business As:
A+ Snow Removal

Shon Eastridge
449 Sierra Manor/ P.O. Box 7104
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546
This business is conducted by a individual.
The registrant has not yet begun to transact business under the fictitious business
name listed herein.
This statement was filed with the County
Clerk of Mono County on December 19,
2019. File Number 19-226
2020-0003 (1/4, 1/11, 1/18, 1/25)

confidentiality, and preserving future
relations between disputants.
He gave an example of a wrongful
death case in Joshua Tree in which
someone was accidentally killed by a
park employee on a multi-use path.
The deceased’s mother was looking
for a way to remember her son and
a mediator suggested dedicating
the path in his honor, a strategy that
worked for both parties.
A solution of that nature couldn’t
be achieved in a courtroom, says
O’Connell.
The Sheet asked O’Connell for
advice in resolving everyday minor
disputes, like those between neighbors. Key takeaways include:
1. “Take people out of the problem”: acknowledge emotions and set
them aside
2. Look for underlying and mutual
interests as opposed to positions
3. Creating alternatives to avoid
feeling pinned down
4. Establish objective criteria
5. Adopt an empathetic view of the
other party
For O’Connell, becoming a mediator is much like becoming a lawyer:
“It changes your view of things,” he
said. “It makes you a better listener,
you tend to empathize more and be
more careful about use of words.”
Dan O’Connell can be reachjed at
760.709.1806/djolaw1@gmail.com.

Chicken & Beef Teriyaki
Tempura • Tonkatsu
Sukiyaki • Calamari • Sushi
Full Service Cocktail Bar & Lounge
760-872-4801

OPEN AT 5 PM
635 N. Main St. in Bishop
25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

JAPANESE RESTAURANT & SUSHI BAR

For Hire
Z-Z-ZIPPERS. Sportswear, parkas, pants,
duffels, day packs. Hems too. Expert work,
prompt service. Call 760-873-4499

PERSONALS
I saw you ... proclaim that the dynasty is
over. Baloney. It’s only the third quarter in
my pants.
I saw you ... took out a General this
week, and no, I’m not referring to a Shaqinspired insurance policy.
Iran into your rack ... are you one of the
40 virgins I’ve been promised?
I saw you ... loved The Rise of Skywalker.
How about you swing by so I can show
you my light saber?
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HORRORSCOPES

By Clou d s M cC lou d

Capricorn: The Stars are reporting this

should be an excellent year for you,
especially when you put your heart and
back into things. So whether you want
a Brinks truck to back into your life or
you just want to find someone you like
to back into, this is the year to make it
happen. To help, write this is on your
morning coffee mug, “Note to self:
You’re freakin’ awesome!”
Aquarius: Since Aquarians tend to
be pretty hip and stylish people, you
often move to the beat of your own
drummer. That’s why your lucky quote
comes from Thoreau. “Let him step
to the music which he hears, however
measured or far away.” And your new
motto: “Thou shalt not let any sketchyass energy penetrate thy aura.”
Pisces: This is an important time for
you to be nicer to other people. That’s
why your words of wisdom come
from fellow Pisces, Fred Rogers of Mr.
Roger’s Neighborhood, “There are
three ways to ultimate success: The first
is to be kind. The second is to be kind.
The third way is to be kind.” And your
other words comes from Mister Robinson’s Neighborhood, “This is how you
answer a door in my neighborhood.
WHO IS IT?”
Aries: The Stars are reporting that
lots of good things are happening to
good people right now. Better yet, they
say that this trend should continue
for quite awhile. Since Aries are good
people who deserve good things to

happen, your magic spell comes from
Cancer: To help you make it through
Charles Bukowski, “I believe in earning any midwinter doldrums, be sure to get
one’s own way, but I also believe in the
out more, and not just to the barstool
unexpected gift.”
at Liberty. Adopting a new motto might
Taurus: Studies have shown that
help. Here are a couple: 1) “Don’t be
grounding, or the act of touching the
upset-ti, just have some spaghetti.” 2)
earth, can help people in a variety
“Roses are red ... Screw this, I’m going
of ways. Earthing
to bed.”
therapy, as its also
Leo: Hopefully,
called, has shown
you’re starting to feel
I believe in earning a new groove in your
to decrease fatigue,
inflammation, pain
one’s own way, but
life. The Stars say it
and depression. It’s
should get smoother
I also believe in the
pretty simple. You
every week at this
unexpected gift
can walk barefoot,
point. All you’ve got
lay down on the
to do is stay cool,
ground where skin
kind and positive. To
can touch the earth
help get you groovor even go wading
-Charles Bukowski ing, your new theme
in a river, lake or
song comes from
the sea. Of course,
cusp Leo, Dua Lipa,
grounding can be
“If you wanna believe
tough to do during
that anything could
winter in the mountains. That’s why
stop me … Don’t show up. Don’t come
Clouds always recommends intermixout. Don’t start caring about me now.”
ing naked hot tubbing.
Virgo: This much we know is true:
Gemini: In Shakespeare’s “King Lear,”
People who sneeze a lot are blessed the
the mighty king is undone because he
most. Nothing is perfect in life, even if
believes flattering lies instead of the
Virgos think things should be. Virgos
honest truth.
should never be underestimated—unWhile lies may help you look cool
dressed, however, is another story. You
or innocent, the truth will set you free.
should never be surprised to hear a
And that’s all we, and William Wallace,
Virgo say something like, “All I know
really want anyway, freedom. Thereis that only one of us is right and the
fore, your words of wisdom come from
other one is you.”
old Willy Shakespeare himself, “Many a
true word has been spoken in jest.”

“

”

Libra: As a family-focused sign, the
post-holiday period can be challenging
for you. It will probably help to remember that if you scramble up the letters
for “Depression” you get “I Pressed
on.” And that’s exactly what you need
to do to the coffee maker each morning as you get after life like it owes you
a group hug and maybe even a happy
ending.
Scorpio: While Scorpios feel most
comfortable when you’re in control,
what you really enjoy is being along
for the ride. Luckily, this is the year to
go with the flow, which is why you can
relate to this statement: “I really don’t
care what you think, unless you think
I’m smart and sexy. In that case, I think
you’re onto something and if you play
your cards right, that could be me.”
Sagittarius: Here are your self-help
questions for the week, A) What part
of “I don’t want to spend anymore
money” don’t I understand? B) Why
don’t I just decide to forgive myself—
and others—more easily? L) Who’s the
knob that decided to spell “lisp” with
an s?! Z) Why not just accept that I can
be smoother than the cream cheese on
a bagel?
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A NEW
HOME
FOR
FAMILY
FUN

NEW CREEKHOUSE BUILDINGS AND HOMES ARE AVAILABLE!
Luxury Mountain Retreats with Alpine Golf Course and Athletic Club at Mammoth Mountain.

3-4 BEDROOMS UP TO 2,742 SQ. FT. • SALES 877-766-9275 • LIVE CREEKHOUSE.COM
All information subject to change. The Snowcreek Property Company. CalDRE #01812140.
2020. All rights reserved.

ANOTHER LUXURY DEVELOPMENT BY THE CHADMAR GROUP

